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different age grotps. Fourth, it looks at _retirement for the
individual and some alternatives to retirement. Next, it explores
some of the principles of education and training and examines some
precedents in husan resource development, which take age and aging
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FOREWORD

"Air' t none of us going to grow :younger in yea

Captain James Sprague, October 15,
1963, aboard the lobsterboat
"Josephine"

What that leather skinned, 72 year old Maine lobsterman said to
his o -Jsted apnrentice while pulling ihoard thin POth and lat of his
55 pound pots that raw October day can be laid down as an article of
truth. The "us" applies equally to the whole of American society in the
1980's. This decade will see an acceleration of the aging trend we
began to acknowledge in the 1970's.

The impact of this maturation is expected to have positive effects
oductivity trends In the economy and, depending on how public and

private policies adjust to this changing demographic fact of life, the-
American workplace and brOader society will be offered rich new opportun-
ity for human and economic growth. To date, as Julia French relates in

this policy research monograph, key aspects of public and private policies
regarding the middle-aged and older worker remain out of sync and some
times in contradiction.

For decades now, the drift of public and private policies has been
toward encouragement of earlier and earlier withdrawal of American seniors
from the workforce. With_ a changing age profile, greater individual
longevity and a radically cost of living index_, the social security
and private pension schemes developed since the 1930's have been pushed to
the precipice. These forces of stress show no signs of abating. Enter
recent public policy changes such as the Age Discrimination'ln Employment
Act of 1967 ana the significant amendments to it of 1978, and indications
of changing preferences for work rather than retirement held by American
seniors.

Separately powerful, these dynamics combined are forcing a reexamina-
tion of the wisdom of early workforce withdrawal incentives in public and
private policy, and the tenability of many personriel and human resource
management practices. Companies are beginning to submit their personnel
and human resource policies and practices to age auditing of one kind or
another.

With all of this has come growing interest, need and opportunity
for a reexamination of assumptions about American seniors as workers and
of the role education and training might play as a tool for the fuller,



continuing development of this human resource. What we know to be true
about participation in adult educationthat sometime after age 35 rates
of participation begin to drop off markedly - -seems from the anecdotal
evidence to hold true in internal employer provided- education and training
programs, as well. Does this result from some set of circumstances
wholly within that population? Or, does it result in some part from unin-
tentional bias in how the opportunity is presented and structured?

In the pages to follow, Julia French examines the changing economic
and legal context into which employers, unions and American seniors are
moving. Public and private retirement and personnel policies are re-
viewed. Promising case examples of employer programs to retain and
I nvest in middle-aged and older 4ti orkers are offered. The myths and re-
alities of middle-aged and older worker productivity are reviewed. New

perspectives, new information and challenging ideas on next steps for
public policy and action by employers, unions and educators are presented
in concise, clear exposition.

Those in industry, labor unions, government and education insti-
tutions concerned with human resource development issues and things
came at the American workplace will find this an important resource
document.

Gregory B. Smith
Director
Worker Education and Training

Policies Project

vi
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iNTROD

The population of the United" States is aging and will age even more

rapidly in the coming years. 'iet our public and private retirement and

benefits policies continue to Ivor early retirement -in spite of clear

demographic in spite of legislation raising the mandatory

merit age from 65 to 70, in spire he fact= that many of our older

citizens can't live on their pensions in these days of double-digit

inflation, and in spite of the fact that fewer people are having to

support pension plans for an ever-expanding group of'ionger-lived

retirees- Our policies are getting out of sync with reality. Unless we

alter our expectations and our policies concerning work, concerning further

education and training to allow for labor force retention for our middle-

aged and older population, we are headed for a situation in which the

working population probably will be unable to support the retired

population, our retirees will not be able to live on their retirement

income, and our society will lose more and more of our older people's

expertise and experience.

This paper examines education and training policy in'view of the

labor force implications of this changing age phenomenon. First, the

paper provides an overview of the state of existing knowledge related

to aging, education, labor force retention, and retirement. Second, it

provides an overview of labor force disincentives in current Social Security

and private pension policies, which all but push older workers into retire-

ment and contrasts these policies with the influences of the Age



Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). Tb\rd, it looks at personnel

policies generally and how they affect different ae groups_. Fourth, it

looks at retirement the individual and some alternatives to retiremenc.

Next, it explores some of the principles of education an training and-

examines sate precedents in hum resource development which take ago and

aging into account. Sixth, the paper considers new levels of cooperation

between education institutions and employers that use ago factors in a

positive manner. Next, the paper examines some of the long-term policy

implications of extended working life. Finally, :tries of recommenda-

tions is offered.

Knowledge R e -on Aging, Education,
Work and Emplqyment

Although the systematic knowledge base addressing aging, educat

and work and retention policies is not yet extensive, the available

materials repre§ent important sources. One of the major sources of

information is th longitudinal Retirement History Study conducted by the

Social Security Administration.-1 This study reports primarily on older

people who have left the labor force. It yields little information on

the dynamics of employment and educational development of middle-aged and

older individuals who are still employed. A second major information

source is the National Longitudinal Surveys conducted for the Department

2
of Labor by Ohio State. University.- In part, these surveys follow the

.work history of a group of middle-aged and older workers over an extended

period of years. These surveys provide some insight` into what is

4

happening to the labor force with respect to age, employment, and retire-

ment patterns on a broad scale. The National Longitudinal Surveys do not,

however, show what is happening in specific employer organizations regarding

1



Personnel, career development, training and retraining, and retirement

-)03,AC'At2 1 -.aged and older workers.

adjition to the above sources, there Ire increasing numbers of

reports en chan,

and worke

:loyment and training policies for mid ged

re come out since the passage of the amendment

ro ;1P EA. His re Lrts have taken twc major

limit

chink' the retirement rule.

First, some

Survey results reported thus far,

however, .art_ still i sufficiently comprehensive or systematic to provide

a true picte of -private sector policy changes. Second, there are

sumrtary descriptions of how some individual organizations are adapting to

rule through their personnel practices, r= rom hiring policies

to education, development, and retirement referral.4 .These types of

summaries and anecdotal descriptions are important because they provide some

feel for the differences in approaches to dealing with issues associated

with older workers. The difficulty with these types of descriptions is

that, while some practices work for particular'companles or unions, they

do not necessarily bear replication.

A special area of concern is the productivity - -and the potential

productivity of middle-aged and older workers. At the national level,

the Department f Labor reported in 1965 on the results of three surveys

concerning the relationship between age and productivity. 5
One of these,

surveys, conducted from 1955 to 1.957 in the .footwear and household

funiture industries, indicated that productivity decreased slightly after

age 45 and only somewhat more significantly after age 65. Possibly the

decreases in productivity that were measured occurred because this type

of work entails substantial physical effort. A 1958 -59 survey conducted

on the performance of office workers found that those ages 65 and over

1'71
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maintained the beet results, with accuracy and output equal to that of

younger workers ana with greater consistency of output. The third survey,

conducted in 1961, involved federal mail sor This study "

investigated the relationship of consistency of output to experience on

the job and found that the index of consistency rose with each advancing

seniority group.
u 6

Overall, the three Department of Labor studies reflect favorably

on middle-aged and older worker productivity. While these surveys are

outdated, they represent a starting point from whiCh te consider the

potential abilities of middle-aged and older workers. Moreover, while ,

these studies don't begin to touch on the larger occupational classifi-c

cations of the labor force, they do suggest the need to do so in order

to provide a broader. and more oonclu© derstanding of middle-aged and

older worker productivity.

There have been other studies that report on specific or situational

aspects of age, aging, and; productivity.? These, for example, include

studies of physical capability and learning ability of over-40 workers.

The studies here seer to illustrate that the demands of jobs have to be

looked at in terms of peat experience, stability and maturity, and other

factors that come into play, as well as any physical requirements.

Where undue speed isn't required, healthy workers over age 40 compare

well with their younger counterparts. Put anotheray, . if, the

pressure to produce is lowered, older worker's will continue to perform

well "8 Concerns about age and productivity also raise the issue of

the relationship between productivity and job performance, which will

be discussed_in-seeiien II of thia paper.

Perhaps the most systematic reporting on aging, work, productivity,

_n- and Work,-
9
which summarizes,and retraining is found in the journal,
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the best of the research on middle-aged and older workers, retirement,

pension policy, and so forth. While this material is based on firm

research, the question of specific, practical application again arises.

Finally, the President's Commission on Pension Policy is expected to

provide a synthesized analysis of research and policy issues in the area

of aging, retention, and retirement.

This paper, by necessity, is moving into an area of policy considera-

tion of increasing significance but one which is still at the stage of

developing a solid, systematic knowledge base. The area of industrial

and occupational gerontology is new. Issues of the demographics of

aging, problems of limited Social Security and pensions, and other

retirement income resources call for an exploratory venture into .the

policy issues which must be developed at both the theoretical and

applied research levels.

Labor Force Im lications of Our Aging Population

The proportion of the U.S. population age 65 d over has increased

from 4 percent in 1900 to 8 percent in 1950 and to almost 10 percent in

1975. Population projections show an increase of up to around 12 percent

between 1990 and 1995, ab.d a major increase after the.year 2000 when the

post-World War II baby boom cohort have begun to retire.
10

On the other

hand, birth rates show a reverse trend. In 1909 (the earliest available

data), the birth rate was 30.0 per thousand. By 1950 the rate had

declined to 24.1 per thousand, and by 1975 to 14.8' per thousand.11 Bureau

of the Census projections indicate that -he birth rate will remain at about

that level in the coming years.--
12

Thus, not only are people living longer

and presumably healthier lives, but-with the downward shift in the birth

rate, the population as a whole is aging. While the current older
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'population is the largest in our history (as a percentage of the popula-

tion) the demographic effects of the aging baby boom cohort will far

outweigh any previous increases. What are the implications of this changing

demographic picture for employment and human resource development policies?

With shifting population trends as a background, it is important to

look at changing labor force participation rates. Compared to the popula-

tion as a whole, the labor force population is presently getting younger.
A

The Survey of Newly Entitled Beneficiaries conducted by the Social Security

Administration indicates that more and more of the older population is

retiring rather than continuing employment. 14
Further, there has been a

steady pattern of increase in the number of people who are leaving the

labor force at earlier ages, especially at age 62 when they become

eligible for early, reduced Social Security benefits.

One reason for the increase in retirees and for the shift to earlier

retirement ages is that many of these people fail into the

"discouraged worker" category. Discouraged workers are those people who

would like to work but do nothing about it because they don't believe

they can get a job anymore--they have simply quit trying. Older

individuals then decide to move into retirement status and collect on

benefits due them. Approximately 23 percent of people aged 60 sand over

have been classified as discouraged workers in a ten-year annual average

from 1968.
15

Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics also illustrate

that persons aged 55 and over are consistently unemployed longer than

any other age group.
16

The older one is the longer the time bbtween jobs

and the more likely one is to drop out of the labor force altogether.

There are other factors leading to the increase in the propbrtion of

individuals retiring at age 65 or earlier. Both the public retirement
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system and most private pension plans encourage early retirement. These

are important to consider because once disincentives to employment for

the older worker are understood, new education and training strategics

leading to extended worklife can be developed.

The changes set in motion by the 1978 amendments to the Age Discrimi-

nationnation in Employment Act (ADEA)- go far beyond rais_wg mandatory

retirement from age 65 to 70, yet few employers preseitly expect large

numbers of older workers to stay--"on beyond the so-called "normal"

retirement age of 65. In fact, the overwhelming majority of retirees

leaving the work force within the next few years will do so before that

age. A major concern, however, facing unions and employers is the need

to change employee benefit systems. Even if few workers stay on over age

65i changes in pensions, health benefits, life insurance, and other

benefits are necessary. Benefit program managers can't simply cross out

age 65 and write in 70.

The changes called forby the amended ADEA lead to other serious age

considerations. Unilateral decisions on what comprises early and normal

retirement can no longer be made by emoloyers. Workers have the undisputed

right to remain on the job up to age 70 if they are willing and able:

50-year-old employee can cholose to remain on the job for 20 more years.

Ready or no the private sector must now face this prospect and recon-

sider age-related factors in their education and training as well as

retirement policies. The prospect of extended worklife raises the issue

of how best to approach continued utilization of middle-aged and older

workers.

Tra itional human resources development policies seem to "lose" or

unconscic 'sly neglect we kern at some period in the middle-age zone,
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o 55. The heavy weight of training investment tilts in favor

of the younger worker who is on the way up. The consequence of this

general policy is usually negative for the aging worker. The closer

the worker comes to retirement the less interest the employing

organization may exhibit in investing in him or her. After all, as

the prevailing thinking goes, older employees are provided for through

the pension system. Thus, employer and union investment in older workers

is concentrated on retirement rather than continued development of skills

and competencies.



II. CURRENT RETIREMENT AND PERSONNEL POLICIES

Public Sector Retirement Policy

Our system of Social Security was initiated as an underpinning for

income security in old age, not as the primary source of,retirement

income. As a national system, it has evolved considerably. In addition

tv its original purpose, Social Security also includes coverage in the

broad areas of health and disability. In fact, benefits payable from the

health and disability components presently account for a urge portion of

total Social Security funding allocations.

Benefits are calculated on the basis of wages and years in the labor

force. kseries of amendments has increased the Social Security tax rate

from the original percent a maximum of $3,000 of salary and wages

to a rate of 6,13 percent with a maximum of $22,900 in 1979. By 1984,

18
the rate is slated to reach 6.70 percent with the maximum at $36,000.

These are percentage rates paid by the individual with matching payme

contributed by the employer.

Social Security, then, has come to be. a twofold system. The principal

purpose,is income transfer as a partial wage replacemnt in retirement. But

Social Security also serves as a provider of health maintenance and disability

insurance fdr older people and for those in need. These aspects of the Social

Security system tend to discourage continued labor force activity for older

workers and undermine the need for employers to make training and education

investments in them.

Financing such an expanded retirement and helath/disability systf
0
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ever, is Lecomming increasingly difficult for the working population, a

situation that will only be exacerbated if the shrinking- work force of the

-
future has to support an increasing number of persons in full retirement.

One of the intrinsic problems presently associated with financing Social

Security is that the system itself has the effect of actually discouraging

.individual labor force initiatives that might help to alleviate the drain on

funds. This effect is evident in o major areas.

The first systemic problem area is the earnings test under which Social

Security beneficiaries are penalized by benefit reductions at the rate of

$1.00 for every $2.00 of wages earned over $4,000 ($6,000 in 1982). The

earnings test serves as a disincentive to supplementing retirement income

so that addition wages, which might be subject to FICA, are essentially out

of reach for the would-be worker. Nor is it lk,ely that the provision of

an annual 1 percent increase in benefits (3 percent -_ J,982) available to

workers postponing retirement past age 65 will have any noticeaba.e, effect

on retirement trends. Perhaps the increases in benefit rates are too

low to attract popular attention.

The second major problem area is that fully half of 'those eligible

now take advantage of the early retirement option. Becinse people are

living longer, these benefits are becoming more costly than the standard

benefits: although the early retirement option is only available at

actiarily reduced rates, the benefits are paid for a longer period of time.

The cost of paying out lower early retirement benefit& but for a more

extensive period of time needs to be carefully considered.

The Social Security' system has, in effect, developed labor force

disincentives which have forced employers and workers to accept so-called

normal retirement at age 65 and earlier. Given current and expected

demographic shifts and the ecomomics involved, we need to reassess

1
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our retirement policy and consider alternatiN.es to retirement that will

retain the skills of older workers for longer periods. If we are to

implement work retention polio then new education and training

strategies will be needed for individuals in the middle and later years.

The ADEA--Older Worker Protection

The work disincentives typical of today's Social Security system

have, on the other hand, been challenged by other federal policies which

almost seem contradictory. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of

1967 (ADEA), rather -than encouraging retirement and early retirement, was

legislated to protect the ". . compensation, terms, conditions, or

privileges of employment . ." of older workers. Moreover, while age

65 has been considered the normal, and mandatory, retirement age,

the 1978 amendments to the ADEA have extended legal protection to include

individuals up to age 70. The ADEA encourages the option a extended

employment. The amendments to this legislation acknowledge increased

health and life expectancy, and therefore, also acknowledge the

possibility--- clprobability--of extended worklife.

Moreover, it may be that older workers are themselves developing new

opinions about their continued utility in the-labor force, opinions which

would seem to oppose expected retirement patterns. A recent Lou Harris

survey indicates that more workers than expected may postpone retirement,

probably because of economic and social changes.
20

More older work

are asserting their rights under the ADEA; and, increasingly, management

is having to face the costliness of current retirement and retention'

policies.

The immediately obvious advantage to both public and private pension

systems is that postponing retirement or early retirement would defer.
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drains on total retirement income resources. We may have few choices in

the matter in y event, problems of funding public and private pensions

are becoming critical. Furthermore, under AREA, employers do not have to

continue crediting years of service after age 65. Although this arrange-

men'- ay change through collective bargaining, retention of older workers

can still lead to economic benefits for employers.

What we have at present, then, is a fragmented and uneven approach by

the government to employment and retirement policy and practice. On the

one hand, the Social Security system has effective work disincentive

aspects. On the other hand, the government also seems to want to insure

options for older individuals to stay in the workforce. We need a clearer,

more consistent public policy regarding older workers, but is it better to

encourage retirement or employment for older individuals? Since there is

considerable question as to whether the nation can afford to support

4

increasing numbers of older persons in full retirement, it would seem

that new retention strategies based on on-going training and development

should be formulated. In addition, this approach is consistent with

work-related civil rights supported by, the AREA.

Private Sector Policies

Private industry has also developed a pattern of encouraging

retirement. Employers have traditionally had a young, large labor pool

to draw upon. And in recent years, employers have also been faced with

the need for creating new job openings for the youth cohort produced by

the post-World War II baby boom. In addition, the past 20 years have

seen impressive- - .increases rithe number of women in the labor force. And

civil rights legislation has resulted in the call for an increase in

different types -of employment opportunities for minority groups. All of
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these factors form the basis for a perceived need to create new job

openings by displacing older workers.

Employers have met this felt need to replace older workers

through a variety of retirement options.2' The decade

of the 1950s marked a sharp up-swing in the popularity of private pension

plans, governing the extent of employment as well as the terms of

retirement. Pension systems have been designed as an earned benefit for

workers reaching a particular age and/or who have completed a specific

numbs of years of service. Increasingly private industry has encouraged

early retirement, promised increases in benefits to be paid at retirement,

the 30-out-out policy popular in the auto industry, and other inducements

written into retirement packages have often become standard practice in

order to encourage retirement and early retirement. These systems have

consciously or unconsciously been-used as a means of facilitating the

promotion and progression of other workers by removing older employees

from the work rolls. Nor, in principle, have unions been adverse to

these types of practices. Unions face the same labor force shifts as

do private employers. The question of whether or not these policies

were ever effective for the economy or for the older population now arises.

personnel Systems_and_ Human Resources

In addition to policies regarding retirement per se, tacit and formal

assumptions concerning age are evident throughout-entire personnel systems.

Policies and practices related to hiring, job assignments, promotion and

salary level, and education or other career development opportunities,

as well as 'retirement can be examined in terms of age structure.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation, for :pie, ties made a regular practice

of examining its labor force on the basis of age so that occupational
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imbalances or shortages can be dealt with imely fashion.22 The

result is a comprehensive older worker policy affecting career develop-

ment, promotion, job assignment, and all other components of Grumman's

human resource management system. Moreover, since the age-based examina-

tion of the company's labor force is applied at all occupational levels--

production workers, clerical workers, managers, on through highly skilled

engineers -- Grumman able to assess company needs at all levels

build on skills and experience already available. ThUs, a positive

constructive policy with respect to middle-Aged and older workers lends

itself to continued company productivity.

Age has frequently been used to explain workers' declining ability

or productivity when, in fact, a plateau or a downshift in performance

may signal and reflect an unmet need for retraining or education. As

notvdearlier, the overall results of the surveys 'conducted by the

Department of Labor indicate that there are no significant eifference

job performance by age group performanee differences were found,

there were larger differences among individuals within the same age groups

23
than among different age groups. employer may feel, however, that it

important to have a clear idea of aging and productivity within the

individual company..

Within a company, employees' productivity is usually measured through

individual performance evaluations, which may be particularly revealing

over the long term. If a company finds that its more senior workers tend

to have static or declining performance ratings over a period of years,-

perhaps the workers are, in fact; declining in terms of skills and abilities,

perhaps they are no longer interested in the job, or perhaps the, evaluation

system is age biased. A biased evaluation system maybe indicative of lowered

expectations-by management, a view possibly. significant for the entire

2_
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system. By maintaining demands, mAnagers may find that performance levers

will respond in simile ure. If the system is biased, however, manage-

ment may actually ha wasting human resources, Declining performance rat-

ings could mean the workers4need developmental education and trainir'g, the

benefits of which accrue to the company as, well as-individual employees.

Education and retraining can rake a number of forms, whether offered

within the organization or through outside opportunities. Programs may

need to be tailored to particular segments of a company's workforce. Both

the company and the workers may profit if, for example, engineers and other

high technology professionals have access to a means of keeping up with new

scientific and technological developments Blue collar or pink collar workers

may prefer access to Skill upgrading or a high school equivalency program.24

A mid-level admixas _ator or manager may be better able to function in a

scientific organization by gaining a clearer understanding of the organize-

'tion's work or of scientific processes through seminars in biology or

chemistry. Production line workers may profit from a better understanding

of the total work system and how, with training and effort, they can move

up or out of the system with a new, larger-skill base.

Traditional policies emphasize training and development investments

in younger workers. The advantages of these opportunities, however, also

apply to middle-aged and older workers. It is easy f-_ an employer to

skimp on retraining opportunities for - middle -aged and older workers by

reasoning that they will be retiring in a few years whereas younger workers

have many more years to give to the company. If an employer follows this

reasoning, however, the company may end up carrying workers producing at

less-than-best levels for at least those "few years," and perhaps much

longer witht1-e retirement age now at 70. Moreover, a younger worker may

take the additional training and:then leave the company. Older workers,

24
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on the other hand, have an investment in salary level and pe_s nn accrual

they are less likely to risk by changing companies.

The results of education and training investments over-40 workers

may be measured in terms of productive work. A comparison of the

individual's performance record over time will begin to demonstrate the

pay-off to the company. Does the younger, middle-aged, or older worker

achieve higher performance ratings? Is this evidenced by promotion,

merit wage/salary increases, self-initiated job changes, continued interest

Am
in career and job-related training, and so forth. Depending on the nature

of the - education or retraining made available, improved performance or

prodUction may become evident over a shorter term. A course in advanced

account procedures, for example, may enable a bookkeeper to facilitate

needed 'changes more rapidly and gain new skill resources for himself or

herself which will promote ongoing utility for the company. The issues

raised in major cases litigated under the ADEA raise these types of con-

siderations. The Sandia case (which will be discussed later) is

illustrative of untenable employer practices regarding older workers.

`Yet employers may also look at the principles involved in that litigation

T,,constructively by an objective appraisal of the basic interrelationship

existing among the various segments of the personnel syste

There are other factors connected with education and training which

might be also looked at as benefiting the company. If an older worker--or

any worker--is offered an oppo tunity to improve mediocre or unsatisfactory

performance through additional raining, and either refuses the opportunity

or does not improve as a 'result of,the training, anagement may have valid

grounds for termination. Of course, the operative principle here is that

the training is offered in good faith and is actually work-related. But

middle-aged and older workers are not sacred. Termination of older workers

25
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has been supported by pecitic ADEA cases which have upheld the rights of

employers to terminate, older workers for substandard performance. 25

In addition to the economic, social, and indi17-idual reasons for a

company's looking at its personnel policies for indications of age bias,

there is the legal reason. Along with shifting the mandatory retirement

age to 70, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act addresses employment

and retirement rights in that employers and unions can no longer retire'

workers involuntarily simply on the basis of age. Some of the litigation

under the ADEA ig` instructive in that the cases tend to highlight know

ledge and policy gaps, and indicates, that the legislation protects much

more than simply the right to be employed. In Mis e ta v. Sandia Labora-

tori.26 the classic age discrimination case, all areas of the

company's personnel system were examined to determine whether a reduction-

in-force procedure had violated the ADEA. J3esides retirement practices,-

. the court also took into consideration the company's hiring, promotion,

and education and developrntnt procedures and policies. The result for

Sandia was a costly suit in Which a pattern and-practice of age discrimina-
,

tion was established. Age discrimination apparently pervaded .the entire

personnel system, including ineligibility of older employees for certain

of the education and training programs. If training and educotional

benefits are made available to younger workers but denied to older workers,

such denial may be brodght out in support of other age discrimination

charges. Non-use of middle-aged and older workers is further illustrated

in Marshall -ear Tire Rubber Co .
27

Briefly, suit was brought

againht Goodyear because of age discrimination in hiring practices. But,

again, all aspects of the company's personnel system were examined by the

courts.
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ADEA is meant to guard older workers from arbitrary and possibly

detrimental decisions on the part of employers. The-above cases highlight

part discard practices. An unfavorable legal decision could cost the

company much more than the amount of the benefit in question. The terms

of the ADEA will become increasingly significant in the next several

years in view of the practice of large, perhaps hastily promised,

benefit payments to longer-living retirees and early retirees.



III. THE. CRITICAL PROBLEM

In short, we have a standard practice of retirement from the labor

force at around ape 65, intentionally or unintentionally supported in

both government and private L,actor pension and personnel policies.

These policies are presently arranged to discourage employment for

older workers even though our older population is rapidly expanding, and

we probably cannot afford to continue retiring people at 65 and earlier.

This policy has no real counterbalance at the federal level except for

the amended Age Discrimination in Employment Act. For the demographic,

economic, social, and legal reasons outlined, the critical problem, then,

becomes how to use rather then discard the human resources represented by

middle-aged and older workers.

Retirement the Individual

Up to this point; this paper ,as addressed the use of older workers

primarily from the company and union policy viewpoints. There is-also

the human viewpoint- -the retiree's viewpoint -- which may represent the

most critical problem.

The number of individuals opting for early retirement suggests that

many people are quite content to withdraw from the labor force. Unexpected

problems, such as inflation and energy costs, may tend, however, to change

this view. Other facto too, may result in personal dissatisfaction with

retirement. Perceived loss of role or employment status, the absence of

office comraderie, or loss of the daily routine of the workplace, for

instance, appear to lead to dissatisfaction regardless,of health and newly

available leisure time.

19
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arch tends to confirm that most often the degree of dissatisfaction

with retirc,ment is related to retirement income security.
28

People nearing

retiremer' usually earn wages at rates higher than at any other time in

their worklife. Moreover, recent tradition has established yearly cost-of-

living hikes in wages and salaries, often accorded in addition to merit

raises. The result is, that while it is true that energy costs and the

cost-of-living index are increasing substantially, wage increases are often

geared to compensate for these changes. This is not the case with retire-

ment into. ,L

Retirement income is generally a fixed income comprised of Social

Security benefits, private pension entitlements, and any garnered private

assets. It is all too often the case that if even one of these sources

proves to be inadequate or in default, the retiree will have to do without

or try to find some other means of support--economic dependency on

children or other relatives, or the social welfare system, for example.

Can we afford to solve problems associated with retirement income by

continuing to raise pension benefit levels? The 1979 bargaining

negotiations involving the United Auto Workers, for example, auccessfully

pushed through increased pension benefit protection.
29

On the face of it,

this would seem to be an excellent move on workers' behalf. But increased

benefit protection does noting to benefit prese1E workers. The benefits

go to the support- of retirees, a necessary step given present retirement

economics, but would this step have been necessary if the companies and

unions concerned had made more of an investment in labor force retention?

It may be that we have misused the middle-aged labor force so that, at

present, there really is no alternative to increasing pension benefits.



Retirees are ocnfronted with a number of problems and decisions in

t-tempti to o_onfortable--or even adequs -retitemen_ income

in a society stumbling over itself with prospects of double-digit

inflation and energy costs that are increasing with every ting of the gasoline

pump. New retirees a

retirement income. A

especially open to a jolt after converting to

ent income drop of 20 to 40 percent or more at

retirement does not go far toward enabling one to live out retirement in

peace and comfort. is sufficient attention being given to alternative

policy options for income security for older Americans? The evidence to

date sugges s not,

Effects of Raisin the Mandato
Retirement Age

While the real effects of raising the mandatory retirement age from

65 to 70 cannot be measured yet, it is important to consider some of the

possible ramifications for both the short-and long-terms. The next five

to ten years are not likely to bring much change in present retirement

patterns. There are simplytoo many work disincentives functioning in

both the public and private sectors that encourage older workers to choose

full retirement. The general view of age 65 as the normal retirement age

will only slowly give way as society and our economics change. One very

likely longer term change will be that 65, instead of 62, will eventually

be the early eligibility age for drawing Social Security, and the normal

retirement agefull benefit eligibility--will be set at 65. Because

many priate pension systems ordinarily reduce benefits by the amount of

Social Security benefits received, or otherwise take their cue from

public policy, these sorts of changes in the public retirement system

will have', a broad effect in the private sector as well. How strong
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the eventual effect will be is not clear because other factors, such as

increased health and longevity, will also come into play. Whether or

nor insurance and benefit carriers will respond to the need for a MO

accurate insurance classification of older, healthy individuals may

also enter here as a factor.

Other the long term, more and more people may take advantage of

continued work options. Whether from economic necessity, or simple

preference, or some combination cf the two, it seems that an increasing

number of people will continue to work full-time or on some sort of part-

time basis. Trends mentioned earlier indicate that in 20 years the labor

force as a whole will be smaller and older so that employment incentives,

rather than the disincentives presently in force, may well be the order

of the day. Policy makers concerned with education and development need

to begin addressing these developing trends.

Alternatives to Retirement

What are some alternatives to our current retirement policies,

alternatives that will encourage varying degrees of labor force retention

for older workers and that will work for companies, unions, and individuals?

The skills of older workers represent a source of knowledge and

experience simply not available elsewhere in the workforce. Many employers

are familiar with the practice of bringing retirees back as consultants

to take advantage of their expertise to solve specific problems, to teach

new recruits, or for some other special purpose. This notion can be

extended to include broader groups of this cohort. The human resource

technologies of task analysis and job restructuring are already available

to implement forms of tapered employment and retirement in ways that will

not interfere with the primary personnel structure of an organization.
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Continued employment of older workers needn't be confined to large

organiza The entire workforce of Kuempel Chime Clock Works, a small

manufacturer of chime clock kits,
30

composed of older, skilled craftsmen.--

The company has a tradition of employing workers as long as they continue

as capable, healthy workers. By using tapering, flexible work schedules,

Kuempe1 i s able to accommodate the needs and preferences of individual

workers as well as those of the company. The principles involved in this

highly specialized situation may also be applicable in larger organize-

tio in particular divisions units of larger organizations.

Currently, research on alternative work patterns for older employees

is being carried out by the Andrus Center on rontology at the University

of Southern California. The study involves two large employers the

Lockheed Corporation and the .City of Los Angeles. While it is too early

to assess the impact of these alternative work patterns,'the prospects for

pa work, flexitime, etc., are receiving more attention.

Since it ray well be that retirement tre: is 1 change and older

workers will work longer instead of taking advantage of early retirement

options, employers and unions need to be looking at how to implement some

of these alternatives to retirement, and to be looking at how to better

use older workers rather than perceiving them as deadweight until they

retire. Decisions to retain older workers will probably involve decisions

on how to retrain workers in their middle years. We turn next to

considerations of investment in education and training for middle-aged

and older workers.



IV. EDUCATION AND TRAINING: PRINCIPLES AND PRECEDENTS

There is, of course, no single training or education strategy to

meet the needs of all companies and workers. Employers will want to

examine their own needs and the cost factors involved to determine which

strategies are most appropriate for them. Is the company financially

ready to pay for, say, a sabbatical or other type of educational leave

program? What would be the relative costs and benefits of on-the-job

training, apprenticeships, or other in-house skill upgrading for

middle-aged and older workers as well as younger workers? What about

worker replacement costs while an employee is away from the job and

engaged in retraining or skill upgrading?

Another dimension which should be given serious consideration in

light of the potential of an increased worklife span is retraining and

career development strategies for employees in their middle years so as

to maintain or renew their production potential. In addition, new

technologies and subsequent changes in production and service influence

all jobs sooner or later, which suggests again the need for continued

career development and retraining for middle-aged and older workers.

Previous educational attainment is a third factor necessary in

considering education and training development strategies. The emerging

older cohort, aged 55 and over, will have a higher level of educational

attainment than y in U.S history-. They will likely not be satisfied

with the treatment older workers have been accorded in the past. In 1976,

individuals aged 55 and over had a median educational level of 10.6 years,

24
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c6mpared to a median educational level of 9.1 in 1966 and 8.4 in 1952. 1

Moret4 %er, the educational attainment level is continuing to climb for this

age group. In 1978 more titan 1.5 million persons age 35 and over were

-01c4. some kind formal aduca. tion; two-thirds of this group were

2
women .3` median educational attainment level for the older cohort will

probably continue to rise because younger age groups have even higher

average levels of education.

It is important to note, of course, that altering employment and

retirement policies to encourage labor force retention of older workers

cannot be accomplished solely by government, or by private industry, or

by educators. Joint efforts in assessing the critical issues and in

fashioning program and practice changes appear to be essential.

Some companies offer skill upgrading through on-the-job training,

supervisory instruction, in-house lectures, or seminars, for example.

These types of internal (formal or informal) development procedures are

familiar to personnel managers and, while effective coordination and

guidance are import- n act many such programs do not require extensive

4

training.

Other companies have formal external programs involving second career

training through some form of degree program. Company- and union-sponsored

external education and training strategies usually emphasize degree or

advanced degree programs including year-pn-campus programs, scholarships,

educational loan plans, and tuition-aid programs Some of these programs

are more attractive to middle-aged and older workers than others. Family

d community commitments, for instance, may tend to hamper the mobility

necessary to take advantage of the year-on-campus. Middle-aged and older

workers seem to favor tuition-aid programs that afford greater flexibility

33
and adaptability to personal considerations.

q4
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Certain types of educe on and training arrangements can be paid for

by the company and are deducted as a trade or business expense.
34

Employers

might also want to explore the increasing opportunities for certifying work

and life experiences. Some educational institutions will allow academic

credit for work experience or education provided in the academic setting.

The New School for Social Research in New York, for example, makes use of

this sort of arrangement in addition to formal course offerings.

Some employers may find it appropriate to explore the possibilities

of training fund plans, where none now exist, joinzly administered with a

union.
35

Another suggested approach is that employers establish an

education and training fund, somewhat similar in structure to a pension

plan, basing eligibility on years of service.36 Thus, as workers age and

years of service increase, they will have accesss to education and training

based on job status within the company.

An unlooked-for benefit which may accrue to the employer as a result

of investment in human resources through education and training is the

possibility of enhancing the company's image, both to the workers them-

selves and to the public. As older employees increase in numbers, their

opinion of the company may well be valuable in terms of community

relations and relations with other younger employee groups.

Other factors associated with training and education strategies relate

to the aspirations and needs of the workers themselves. Some employees may

not want to be bothered with additional education .ard training, perhaps

because of past negative schooling experience, family obligations, or

fear of acknowledging what they do not know.

Company managers can use several strategies to collect information on

employees' needs and on prospective participation rates. Internal opinion
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surveys are one good means of assessihg training needs and aspirations of

employees. A survey of this type could be tied in with a similar survey

addressing employment and retirement goals of company workers.

Another source of information is long-term perzormance appraisal

records. A down-turn c- "pi- eaui in perforliance may signal the need

for an additional investment in retraining or education rather than

preparation for retirement. Employee "drifting" may be turned around if

retraining is offered in time.

Case Studies

Several programs may serve as examples of successful education and

training efforts. It is important bear in mind, however, that no

one strategy or model can be right for all companies. The following

education and training models may suggest a number of strategies.

Polaroid Cor oration's Tuition
Assistance Program-

Polaroid has had a long-standing commitment to employee development

through education and training. As a high technology, innovation-oriented

company, Polaroid ". . seeks to engage employees in a continuing

educational process which will ensure their productivity and growth as

Polaroid employees."38 fn..result of this commitment is that each year

8 to 10 percent of all half-and full-time employees have participated in

the tuition assistance program since it began more than 20 years ago.

Polaroid prepays all tuition costs for approved courses. Courses have to

be job- or career-related based on employee interest and the advice of

company counselors. An important factor here is that education and

training are readily accessible to workers regardless of age since

Polaroid's employee development program is an integral part of the total

3
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personnel system. The rewards for Polaroid are seen in reduced turnover

and absenteeism and high Initiative and morale, "Polaroid is convinced

that education and training for employees is a business necessity and not

an expendable fringe benefit. ."39 The implications for older

worker cohorts are clear. Investment in developing and retraluing

middle-aged and older workers can have a similar, definite pay-off for

companies looking to develop their human resources. In this example,

the company has come up with a new human capital 1pproach. Management

values the work poten4ial of employees regardless of age or other

characteristics. The employer provides human. resource technologies and

supports--including career counseling--regardless of age.

The Air Traffic Controllers' Second
Careers Pro

Air traffic controllers are expected to be able to stay with the job

for about half their working lives because of work-associated physiological

and mental stresses. The air traffic controllers' second career program

was established as an alternative to egular retirement or disability at

what is usually an early age. The program assists the participant- in

developing and planning second careers and includes related retraining

or education. The program covers salary and fringe benefits for two years

and pays tuition and related expenses. All of this is formalized by

contract, thus making the controller accountable for living up to the terms

of the training or education program. Most of the participants are over

age 35 with 15 to 20 yeks of service. Properly administered,programs such

as this go a long way toward alleviating the difficulties arising from

sudden job loss.

The air traffic controller program is a systematic approach to

helping the individual who is forced to make a career change to obtain a
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productive second career or j_ The employer c cdu- -al institution

has much to learn from this model. The engin or other high technology

ion 1, for example, may face the sae kind of constraints. Perhaps

management and unions should intervene ith workers in their late 30s or

early 40s with tra

model. Employers are

or retraining similar to the air traffic controller

to have o ask themselves if it is wise

invest in retraining and education of workers than to have them encounter

stress, enter early perhaps prolonged retirement, or simply hang on.

Aer Lingus developed a retraining program for middle-aged and older

blue collar workers when the airline's freight storage and retrieval

system were to be switched from the old forklift-and shelve method to a

semi-automatic system with computerized documentation. By making use of

the "discovery method" complemented by emphasis on participation and

co Aication, the company was able to retrain the existing workforce

rather than having to begin all over again with new hires. The discovery

method is a ethod of teaching which emphasizes hands-on experience and

. 42
practice through problem solvl.ng. The Aer Lingus program involved

actual practice with models or with the new equipment as it became

available. Multi-stage training was carried on while the equipment was

being installed, thus giving workers time to adjust to the change. Worker

expertise was available to management and workers proceeded at their own

pace to insure competence in the new methods. There was no hiatus in

work while the transition a more efficient system was carried out and

the company was able to maintain an effective workforce.

The Aer Lingus project is an example of older worker retention

achieved by means of retraining. Careful attention was given not only to
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anization, but also tc the needs of the or%ers

involved in the transition, Management chose to recognize positive

aspects of the current workforce and build on potential rather than adopt

a discard policy. Employers may want to adopt the Aer Lingus model to

respond to changing work situations and new technologies.

The above instances are meant only to serve as examples that might be

incorporated with other education and training strategies, or adapted and

tailored to meet the needs of older workers as well as employing organiza-

tions. Effective strategies can be developed for all sectors of a

company's workforce and need not be limited to the management level or

other white collar workers. Atlantic Richfield Company, for instance,

has had a past practice of permitting up two years of educational leave

for any employees who continue to maintain their association with the

company.
43

While educational leave does not include continued salary,

all fringe benefit coverage is maintained during the employee's absence.

'shit kind of program allows employees to continue education as full-time

students with financial ptessures somewhat lessened. This benefit

continuity is especially useful to middle-aged and older workers looking

to upgrade their skills and expertise.

In developing education and training strategies, employers may find

it desirable to consider educational resources available outside of the

company. Career development and retraining programs can be offered in

association with educational institutions, but such an approach calls for

effective collaboration in order to achieve positive results.

The Role of Educational Institutions

Educational institutions are beginning to offer pre - retirement

courses, generally focusing on the transition from work to retirement
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and what to do h leisure time, the psvcxologv of aging, how to live on

a fixed income, alth and nutrition.
44

Courses concentrating on

volunteerism Lod communi service are also becoming available. Some

schools also offer personal counseling. Assis_ .g individuals to cope

with the sometime traumatic change to full retirement is certainly

necessary and educational institutions breaking ground in these areas

are fulfilling a much needed service. There is room, however, for

educational institutions to play a much more active role with respect to

meetinr, middle-aged and older people's employment needs, as well as the

needs of business and industry.

In addition to pre - retirement counseling, educators could offer

skill assessment and vocational counseling for workers .in their middle

years. Edu ors also need to look at existing curricula and instruction

methods to see if they suit the needs of an older cohort of students.

4-

Teaching methods appropriate for traditional school-age individuals may

not be as effective for middle-aged and older workers.

Educational institutions may also by able to assist local employers

in, for example, determining their manpower development needs through,

objective analysis eld assessment. Such an undertaking naturally has to

be tailored to the individual organization, as the foregoing examples

illustrate, and requires an understanding of the unique characteristics

of the company, its workers, and available community resources. An age-

related analysis of employees' interests in and attitudes toward education

and training programs, for example, may be a, key factor in program

participation and eventual effectiveness.

Many organizations already have on-going education and training

programs which often include both internal programs,. such as on-the-job
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training or apprenticeships, and external programs that take advantage of

learning opportunities available at nearby campus facilities.. While

colt oration among business, labor) and education is understandably

concentrated in external programs, educators may also be able to contribute

to internal programs through in-house seminars or lectures or other_ .

Educational institutions have the potential to actively enhance and

strengthen the abilities of middle7aged and older workers and, in doing

so, substantially augment a company's human resources. A collaborative

approach to constructive education-and training efforts requires Aiw

knowledge, mutual respect, and long-term commitment to developing the,

older worker resource on the part of the educational institution as well

as the employer. Educational institutions are'in a unique position to

encourage cooperation and coordination of in-depth and long-range programs

and ideas for older workers/students.



IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY CRANGES

. -

Shifting demographns and economic necessity raise the question of
4

whether or not we should attempt to control labor force participatiOn and

retirement rates of our older population. Unfortunately, we are not

looking at a "yes or no" situation. The question is no longer whether

put when to adjust. We can' pay now or payperhaps a great deal ore--

later. Collectively and in vidually we are just beginning to pay for

past early retirement practices. We-gan invest in the development

deferred retirement options and older worker retention oppottunities

now or face the scramble of trying to cover an ever-expanding/retired

population later on.

Another question that arises with respect to controlling labor force

0,K-zParticipation and retirement rates for older people is whether or not it,

can really be done. We can't simply ink out the clauses regarding early

retirement. Controlling labor force participation and retirement is,

fact, a highly complex process that needs to use the principles of human

resource development from the perspective of abilities rather than

nearness to retirement. In this respect, the entire personnel system is

involved.' Although the effort would require refocusing some of our

principles of human capital investment, effectively managing 4,4loyment

and retirement rates for older workers is not an impossible to

There is also the fear that,a policy of older worker retention could

interfere with labok force entrance and job progression of other workers,

particularly youth, women, and minorities. The notion, however, of one

worker leaving a job and another mo ng up to take the retiree's place so

33
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that a new worker can be brought into the labor force is not a true picture

of the labor market. There isn't a fixed number of jobs available. The

number of jobs available at any particular time is influenced by economic,

fluctuations, certainly, but there are other factors affecting the job

market, especially for older workers. Job obsolescence, whether in a

declining industry or occurring as a result of technological replacement,

influences the number of openings. New and different forms of work can

expand the labor market in ways that haven't yet been sufficiently

explored. Job sharing, permanent part-time work, graduated combinations

of retirement and employment, and consulting--all partaking of job

redesign and other human resource technologies--represent various ways to

expand job markets. Job creation required as a result of newer,technologies,

entrepreneurial spin-offs, and second careers all influence the availability

of jobs. Attrition through retirement, then, does not have as severe an

effect on hiring or delaying mobility as may sometimes be thought. In

large part, worry about the effect of older workers' labor force partici-

pation is a reflection of the present lack of policy continuity at the

company and the federal levels.

Federal policies

As noted earlier, the federal government does not have a consistent

policy regarding worker retention or retirement. This absence of policy

consistency is also reflected in government employment and training programs

for older workers. The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)

represents the nation's manpower policy in terms of both focus and funding

lev ls.
45

CETA is heavily. youth oriented, with a significantly larger

proportion of participants under age 45 than age 45 and older. As Table 1

shows in fiscal year 1978, 53.7 percent of CETA participants were ages

2 2-44 6.3 percent were ages 45-54, 3.3 percent were 55-64, and 1.0 percent
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were 65 and over. Similar percentages hold for fiscal years 1977, 1976,

and 1975. An age-based comparison of this data presents a standard

pattern of neglect with respect to government-sponsored employment and

training programs for older individuals. Thus, the recent CETA programs

specifically directed to older worker development become more important.

In 1978, Congress passed two amendments to CETA which are worth

noting here; both programs could be adapted by the private sector. The

first is the Second Careers Program under section 308, which is specifically

directed at middle-aged and older workers, concentrating on second career

job development, counseling and career guidance, and education and training. 46

Unfortunately, the Second Careers Program has only minimal funding at this

time.

The second program applying directly to middle-aged and older

individuals is the Displaced Homemaker Program under CETA section 301.47

The goals of the Displaced Homemaker Program are very like those of the

Second Careers Program, but emphasis here is on women. The methods of

the two programs vary, however. The Homemakers' Program concentrates on

establishing displaced homemaker centers through the CETA prime sponsors;

the Second Careers Program would be more in the line of a contract agree-

ment directly committing the individual to previously agreed upon training

or education. The funding set aside for the Displaced Homemaker Program

$3.25 million, a modest start for an important target group. This

amount is insignificant, however, when compared to a total CETA budget

running in the billions of dollars.

There is clearly a need for an effective employment-retirement policy

that includes education and training strategies leading to retirement

deferral, subsequent relief to Social Security.and pension systen

41



TABLE 1

RATES OF PARTICIPATION IN CETA TITLES I, II, AND IV BY AGE, FOR FY 75 -78

18 and under

19 - 21

22 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 and over

Tot.

PY_ '78

I II VI Tot,

FY '77

I II

16.8 20.1 4.5 4.5 21.1 30.6 4.5

18.8 2O.7 16.3 16.9 19.2 21.1 15.8

53.7 43.5 64.7 65.1 49.4 40.8 64.2

6.3 4.4 8.9 8.3 6.2 4.3 9.6

3.3 2.3 4.6 4.3 3.1 2.2 4.9

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0

FY '76

VI Tot. I

4.3. 27.9 35.8

16.0 20.0 20.9

64.9 43.5 36.5

9.2 5,2 4.0

4.7 2.6 20

0.9 0.8 0.8

RY '75

II VI Tot. I II

4.3 4.6 31.0 41.6 5.6

17.6 17.4 20.8 20.1 18.1

64.1 64.1 40.2 32.1 62.9

9.0 0.7 4.0 3.5 8.4

4.3 4.3 2.4 1.8 41

0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9

VI

3.8

17.6

64.8

9.1

4.0

0b7

NOTE: Each year a larger percentage of 45 and over has occurred in each title.

Sex and race and 5-year intervals available only through CLMS. More time needed to produce data in this form.

Source: May 18, 1979, response of Secretary of Labor Marshall to request by Congressman John L. Burton, Rouse Select

Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment, for CETA participation rates by age.
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perhaps Most important, better use of the older worker resource. But

federal policy may prove virtually ineffective without positive

retention policies in the private sector.

Private Sector Polii s

The development of a more positive retention policy suggests the

need for re-evaluation of accepted personnel policy goals in terms of

hbw best to manage the new resource of older workers. Unfortunately,

older workers are largely thought of only in terms of how to get rid of

them, thinking which may betray intentional age bias. Recent research,

however, shows that discriminatory practices are not usually

deliberate.
48

Rather, these practices are the result of unconscious age

stereotyping, possibly reflecting an unintentional lowering of expectations

and standards by management. While policy statements clearly endorse a more

positive attitude toward older workerA, in practice, employers appear to be

doubtful of older employees' mental alertness flexibility, and adaptability

to change. The degree of difference between policy and practice too often

marks the extent of unconscious --or deliberate age bias. Age stereotyping is

considered to have ". . potentially serious consequences for older employees,

including lower motivation, carreer stagnation, and eventual career obsole7

scence."49 Differences in stated policy and actual practice are, of course,

felt throughout the personnel system.

Tne:educatidn and training component h the personnel or human resource

system is often considered to be a part of the total fringe benefit package

offered to attract and retain the best quality workers. As employees stay on

and contribute to the company over time, they inevitably get older. Sometimes

the combination of age and length of service leads to positive results--a

long-term, effective employee. on the other hand, if the older worker is ne-

glected, age and length of service may result in marginal performance.

4
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o_
It is important to apply a more positive retention policy to all

areas of the personnel system, but employers should pay particular

attentionrto the use of the education and training Strategies. Education

d training can then become a management tool deliberately extending

career development as well as worklife.



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

This paper has attempted to lay out new directions for company

education and training programs as they affect older workers. It' has

stressed the fact that in order to implement effective education and

training programs for middle-aged and older workers, employers and

human resource planners must know more about the effects of an aging

population on national and organizational policies. As noted, there are

powerful labor force disincentives for older workers operating behind

current Social Security and pension systems. Managers need to examine

how these disincentives are reflected in their own. company retirement

policies in order to plan workable retention policies for older and

middle -aged workers who wish to defer retirement: More flexible,

retirement policies will also enable employers develop older worker

hiring policies which are free of age bias.

At the heart of older worker retention and hiring policies are

training and educational xesources and how these resources are allocated

for workers in different age groups. It makes no sense to consider new

jobs, part-time work, job sharing, flexitime, or%eecond careers for either

older employees or older hires unless they have the training and educe-

tional resources necessary %o function effectively in new work roles.

Enhancing human capital is the primary principle behind every

training and development effort involving worker adjustment to new

production or service systems. The example-S-bited-in-this-paper

illustrate that appropriate investment in skill conversion will result
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in productivity and profit; an appropriate education and training invest-
.,

ment in middle-aged and older employees will result in enhanced job

performance. It is important to reiterate the caveat that what works

one company may not work for other. The following recommendations,

therefore, generalize from the case examples and other considerations

presented earlie They offer starting Points upon which education and

training policies may be built.

Policy_ makers and human resource planners need to become- familiar with
the basic literature, resources, and precedents on agining, education,
employment, and retirement.

This may seem like aLlarge order, but it is a necessary step for

human resource planners - -in employing organizations and in unionswho are

developing or revising older worker policies and, particularly, education

'and training policies and programs for middle-aged and older workers. The

resources mentioned in this paper are fundamental to an increased under-

standing of the issues and alternatives. This recommendation calls for a

basic knowledge investment as a prerequisite for policy; change.

Similarly, developing positive older worker policy and avoiding

adversary relationships with older workers suggests the desirability of be-,

coming familiar with the litigation history under 'the Age Discrimination

in Employment Act. The amended ADEA eventually will have some impact
6

on all aspects of personnel and human resource systems, including

education and training programs.

II. Co and union retiremer
to be reassessed.

ension olicie actices need

In the- past, many companies_ and unions developed early retirement

options. In some cases, more highly skilled and experienced workers

have been the ones taking the retirement option, leaving the company with

replacement problems. In the case of unions, membership may be shrinking

as they lose early retirees.
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In addition to the cost of early retirement policies in human resource

terms, the financial cost also needs to be reassessed. Although the pension

might be reduced on do annual basis through early retirement, it will be

paid out for increasing numbers of years because of overall rongevitY

increases in the older population.

Also, older workers today do not necessarily associate retirement with

a warm spot on the porch. They appear to want extended work options and

other forms or meaningful activity along with leisure time. Unions and

employers, then, should re-evaluate their current policies in terms of past

effecrivness and whether these policies will meet the needs and interests

of future retirees.

Current personnel es ractices need to be reassessed from
all_Age perspective.

Older workers are, of course, subject to the full range of a company's or

union's personnel policies and practices-- hiring, promotion, wage and salary lines,

employee development programs, etc. The basic question to be asked in

assessing current personnel poliCies is how older workers have fared in

the system over the past few years in comparison with their younger

counterparts. This kind of analysis will let employers and unions know

that they have an age-related policy, one way or another' their policy may

be equitable for all age groups, or it may reflect an unintentional age bias

suggesting the need for closer examination.

IV. Trainingand education
if necessary, -to meet

-uom-aniesk-needs for cont

need to be.evaluated and redes
the needs of middle -a= e -d older workers

_nued uctivit

0 rams ed

Human resource development programs can also be analysed on an age

basis. Participation rates by age,.groups in tuition -aid programs, skill

5
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updating, special career development courses, etc., will tell m-agement

if these programs are age-biased. If lower participation rates are found

for middle -aged and older workers, management will want to find'out why.

Perhaps these workers are too heavily involved in current projects.

Perhaps Managers-haven' tadequately communicated the various training

opportunities to these workers. The available training programs may have

a youth focus so that fewer older workers take advantage of th

Improved informariorivdelivery and career and job counseling may be

Older workers may feel inadequate, or afraid, or both with respect

to training and educational programs. Incentives may have to be

developed to assure increased older worker participation in these

programs. Perhaps staggered work arrangements, and training requirements for

middle-aged and older workers may be appropriate.

Middle-aged and older workers do not have to "drift" into a

substandard performance situation. Timely intervention through

counseling, personal opinion research, and increased promotion of human

resource development programs may avert problems associated with perform-

decline.

suggested.

More effective human esource develomer t can be achieved through
collaboration with education and -a n ns utions.

This is more a statement of fact than a recommendation, but unfor-

tunately, it is not often carried out. Perhaps employers aren't aware c

the types of resources available in educational institutions. External

education and training resources are used in a passive, supplier role.

Courses rr training offeredetay or may not be job or career-related.

--Employers-and_educators_could be working together, knowing that,

older workers can learn as well es any other age group, but they learn

differently and at a different pace. What courses, what training, what

5 -)
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relationships between job experience and institutionalized-learning beet

t it

are most effective with these age groups. The response of the educational

institution to the older worker - learner

womend, in their 40s, 50s, and 60s? What methods of learning

can be more comprehensive than re-

arrangement of curriculum; content and teaching methods also need to be te-

designed. The employer response can beto introduce the job and career

components into the education or training situation. With this type of

collaboration, the cider worker can be expected to achieve positive results.

VI. At the national level-a more
older workers need

Live and.coherenukLIDNI
e ev lo ed

Most policies now in effect at the federal level encourage older
AAP
worker retirement from the labor force. What is needed is a direct

Efort to encourage older worker retention options. More specifically,

we need a policy that integrates extended employment options with

retirement policies and avoids forcing workers into premature retirement.

A major means of doing this would be to build on existing positive

training and educational components of CETA programs--the Second Careers

Program and the Displaced Homemakers Program. Similarly, government could

develop a system of incentives - -for both the employing organization and

the older individual -- geared to encourage hiring and retention in the

labor force.

That the government needs to move toward a more positive, pro-work

posture is born out by the history of litigation under the ADEA and the

record of CETA participation by age. Moreover, in view of financial

strains projected for the Social Security system, it is only realistic

to turn to an equitable and more readily accessible employment option.

* * *
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In sumary, effective training and,educetion policies that work for

both employers and older enployeea aren't simple to develop. Yet the

potential advantages are there. Continued employment options are a means of

additional income for older, able individtals; a means of enhancing a

company's human resources. Training and development for the older segment

of the workforce can be part of an overaTT"policy which values the individual

worker--both as a worker and as an individual. The training and education

arrangement is a

something; the same is true for the worker., Age can and should be a

positive aspect of this' arrangement. With some imagination, experimentation,

and mutual respect boththe company and the older worker can ~benefit.

ay street. If employers,give Something, they gain
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